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2024 Forest River Rv Wildwood Heritage
Glen LTZ 320VIEW

$66,995
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Description Description 2024 Forest River RV Wildwood Heritage Glen LTZ 320VIEW, Forest
River Wildwood Heritage Glen fifth wheel 320VIEW highlights: Custom King Bed
with Versa Tilt Outside Kitchen/Bar Rear Kitchen XL Texas Size Pass-Through
Storage Panoramic Windows If you've been wanting to upgrade your RV to
something with a little more space and a larger sleeping capacity, the time is
now! This fifth wheel includes two slide outs, plus a hidden bunk room, complete
with two bunks, a dresser, and a pocket door with storage! You will enjoy the front
private bedroom all to yourselves with a custom king bed with Versa Tilt,
panoramic windows, and a walk-in closet with shelves. Across from the bunk
room is the sectional sofa and TV, and you are sure to love the rear kitchen! Here,
you'll find wrap-around counter space with four stools, panoramic windows, and a
spacious 16 cu. ft. 12V refrigerator. If you're a group that loves spending time
outdoors, you'll find plenty of amenities there as well, including an outside
kitchen/bar with a griddle, refrigerator and exterior spray port, plus a 16' power
with LED lights! With any Wildwood Heritage Glen travel trailer and fifth wheel by
Forest River, the quality construction, attention to detail and design along with a
bright and welcoming interior allows you to relax in comfort with conveniences
while exploring outdoors. The European Oak colored horizontal plank linoleum
flooring is unique, beautiful and durable, and the Saddle colored wood cabinetry
with matte black cabinet hardware on the cabinet doors is stylish and beautiful.
The heated and enclosed underbelly plus 12V heat pads on all holding tanks
allows you to camp anytime of year. More features that provide convenience
include the power stabilizer jacks, the extra large pass-through storage, and the
central switch center plus the back-up camera prep and roof mounted solar panel
prep give you choices. There are many more features included whether you
choose a travel trailer or fifth wheel! Bish s RV - Meridian, Idaho has a huge
selection of Travel Trailers, Fifth Wheels, Pop Up Campers, Truck Camper s, Toy
Haulers, Class A Motorhomes, Class B Camper Vans, and Class C Motorhomes.
All these RVs are priced to sell. Be sure to ask about our Purchase with
Confidence Guarantee to ensure you are receiving the best RV buying experience
in Meridian and surrounding areas like Boise, Nampa, & Caldwell. Affordable
prices on all new and used RVs only at Bish s RV of Meridian. Sleeps 6 Slideouts 2

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 77678
VIN Number: 4X4FWBH22RV709176
Condition: New

Item address 1300 W Overland Rd, 83642, Meridian, Idaho, United States
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